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SEED IN CROPPING SYSTEMS IN SOUTH-EAST AUSTRALIA
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Wild radish (Raphanus rapanistrum) is a common, troublesome weed, found in cereal crops throughout Aus-
tralia.  The possible involvement of ants in the control of the weed was investigated in north-east Victoria and
southern New South Wales, from October 1998 to March 1999.  Naturally-occurring ants in cropping paddocks
with varying degrees of wild radish infestation, were studied to determine whether they harvest the seed.

The hypotheses tested in this study are:

1. Ants harvest wild radish seed from cropping systems.

2. The degree of wild radish pod fragmentation influences seed removal by ants.

3. Seed harvesting by ants reduces or has the potential to reduce wild radish seed banks.

Two species of Pheidole were found to remove naked wild radish seed from bait stations though the larger-sized
pods were not removed as commonly and more wild radish seed was removed after the crops had been harvested.
Wild radish seed was preferentially removed when a selection of agricultural seeds was offered to ants.  Verte-
brates were found not to harvest wild radish seeds or pods, which suggests that ants are the primary remover of the
seed.  A total of eighteen morphospecies of ants were pitfall trapped within the study sites.  Amongst the surface
litter, a large number of seeds and pods were available to ants, though the amount declined after crop harvest
which suggests that the seeds may have been removed.  There were no wild radish seeds or pods found in ant
nests, which begs the question of what the fate of the seed was, once it was removed.

These findings may have implications for the management of this weed as it has been proven that ants remove wild
radish seed in large amounts, however further investigation needs to determine whether ants actually consume the
seed.  If this is the case there is potential for the wild radish seed bank to be reduced.




